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ABSTRACT
In this thesis a theory of associative detachment 
{A “ + B -> AB + e ) is presented. The theory is based on
the close-coupling theory of Wang and Delos, but is more 
general in that final states of the nuclei (AS) are treated 
quantum mechanically. This is necessary since the molecule 
may be in any one of several vibrational states. The 
Schroedinger equation is reduced to an infinite set of 
coupled equations ualng carefully chosen assumptions, The 
coupled equations are uncoupled and the resulting aquation 
for the wave function of the negative ion is solved to sero 
and first order. The first order solution is then used to 
find the wave function for the final atates of the molecule. 
Two systems were examined: II (Dj + Cl' and H (D) + F~
In both casea the survival probability of the negative ion 
showed a striking isotope effect, with the survival 
probabi 1 itlea found for D +■ Cl' and D t F" much smaller than 
those found for H + Cl' and H +■ F * . Bxperlnental rate con­
stants were reproduced for H +■ Cl' and H + t“ .
vi i
A THEORY OF 
ASSOCIATIVE DETACHMENT
INTRODUCTION
A. Introduction
There has bean a great deal of Interest In
1
negative ions in recent years. Negative Lon reactions are 
important In a variety of fields: flame chemistry, studies
of the upper atmosphere, and plasma physics* There is much 
recent experimental data on the various reactions of 
negative ions, and also of ionisation processes. 
These reactions include:
f  + B ---- > Afl + e" associative 1.1
detachment * *
Afl + e" ---- > A“ +■ B dissociative 1.2
attachment
A- + B --- > A +■ B +■ e - direct 1,3
detachment
A + fl ---- > A +■ B* +■ e-1 Penning 1,4
ionisation 'tOO
A* + B ---> (AB)* + e ’ associativa l.G
ionizntioi)^
(AB) + e' -> A + B dissociative 1.6
recombinat i on1
A common aspect of these reactions Is the close coupling 
between a single state of the system In which there is no 
free electron and states in which the system contains a free 
electron. The free electron atntea form a continuum which 
Interacts strongly with the discrete state.
2
3In thin theaia wa will axiaina the cane of 
aeaoclative dotacbiant, itudyini the reaction# H(D) + Cl" -> 
Q(D)C1 +■ e* and fl(D) + F ”-> H(D)f +■ o'. A quantua Mechanical 
theory will be developed to atudy theae reaction#. By the 
uae of certain approximation#, the theory nay be ahown to 
leed to the cloae-coupling theory of Hang and Delo*(,* ^ ) and
* J f
froa there the local-coaplex-potentlal aodel say be derived.
Our theory any eaaily be extended to apply to direct 
detachaent or diaaociative nttachaent. Iflth wore effortr it 
can be further extended to apply to Ionization proceaaee bi 
well *
B. Overview
In thia aection we give a brief deacrlption of 
thie work. The next aection la devoted to a deacrlption of 
aeaociative detachaent with a diacuaaion of the experiaentel 
data that ia available. The following section will deal 
with the background of the present theory, the coaplex 
potential aodel and with the xero-range potential aodel.
The latter hae been used eucceaafully to find rate conatanta 
for aaaociative detachaent in aoae ayateae.
In chapter II the aaauaptlona used In thia work 
are preeented and a aet of coupled equationa for the nuclear 
wave function! ia derived using the naauaptiona. The 
nuclear wave functiona are: 1) a aingle diacrete stats for
the negative ion and 2 ) a continuua of atatea In which there 
1b a free electron. The coupled equationa are uncoupled in
£ x 1
0  * £"
4chapter III. This results in a single integro-differentlal 
equation for the nuclear Have function of the negative Ion. 
A function fl.f (H,B* ) ia introduced which describee the 
transitions fron the negative ion state to the continuum, 
and from the continuum to the negative Ion state.
The integro-differentinl equation found in 
chapter III is solved to Eero and first order in the 
following two chapters. A complex momentum 7T\*) is 
defined which contains the function Q„ (R»H* ), The complex
momentum ia uaed to find the survival probability of the
negative ion. In chapter V the complex momentum is 
written in terms of a time T* and the close coupling 
theory of Hang and Delos is found using 11 from here
the complex potential model may be derived.
In chapter VI the bound states of the molecule 
are discussed. The probability of associative detachment 
into excited vibrational states la found. In the final 
chapter the equations are applied to the systems H (D) + Cl 
and H <D ) + F ” . The detachment rate constant k(T) is
compared with experimental results in the case of H + Cl
C, Associative Detachment
Associative detachment (1.1) is likely to occur 
only at very low energies. If the collision energy is above 
the binding energy of the resulting molecule, direct 
detachment (1.3) may occur. For such collision energies 
direct detachment is more likely to take place than
6a»oclatlv« detachment. Typically axperiitntal studies of 
aiiociativa detacaiant ar* dona at thermal anar|l«i.^*w At 
thane low energies, the reaction hna a rate conetent that ia 
near the Langevin H a l t  for aoat of the systems studied.
The Langevin Uniting rate conatant ia obtained 
In the following way* Ef in the polar inability of the
target, the potential nay be written an
^  ^  i
vtrj - - a r M 
no that the total energy of the system in 
E -  t  v * *  *  i  -  j f f t t
The Incoming atoa will be in a circular orbit about the 
target at
r 6 * 1 'r- ‘ * * * ?
The Impact pnraaeter correoponding to thin radiue ia
Then in the Langevin limit, any colllnion with an iapact 
paraneter lean than bc will result in aa reaction, while 
there will be no reaction if the impact paraneter ia greater 
than b_ *
The systems that have been atudied experiaenta 11y 
include F " t H(D)V *01” + I* + H,** and 0" with varioua 
diatomic targeted11 The molecule produced by associative 
detachment usually occupies the highest energetically 
available vibrational state. Thun one would expect the
6«ner|]r of the detached electron to bo •■all. The average 
energy of the detached electron ha# been found to ba roughly 
half of tbe difference In energy between adjacent
vibrational state* of the molecule in *everal cai«t.
D. Theoretical Background
Some measurement* of electron detachaent froe 
negative tone have been aucceaafully deacribed uaing a 
local couple* potential aodel in which the potential energy 
of the botind state of the negative ion le assumed to cross 
into a continuum of free electronic atatet. The discrete 
state then becomes a resonance with a complex energy
e * e  - i
with the aurvlval probability of the negative ion given by
„ j r i a-j ei *.
p ,  w e
The time dependence of the crossing of the curves was 
assumed to be linear by Demkov11 and quadratic by Taylor and 
Delos.*3* 5 *
A dynamical complex potential theory developed by 
Wang and D elos**'11 allows one to use an arbitrary tine 
dependence for the crossing of the negative ion potential 
energy and the lowest continuum state.
The tero range potential has been used by Gauyscq 
to calculate detachment probabilities, rate constant* sad 
detachment rates for P ' + H and Cl + H. In this theory the 
electronic wave function is assumed to be significant only at
7■ large enough distance fro* the nuclei that their influence 
on the electron ear be reduced to a boundary condition on the 
wave function at the origin;
A c o n o n  feature of the conplex potential aodela 
and of the sero-range potential aodel in ita application to
direct detachaent ia that the notion of the nuclei ia
described classically or seal classically, so the wave
function for the electron obeys a tine dependent
Schroedinger equation. For collisions leading to
associative detachaent, a seaiclaseicel theory would not be 
adequate for describing the bound vibrational states of the
■olecule resulting fros the reaction and therefore a fully
quantun Mechanical theory is needed. The theory developed
here follows Mainly along the lined developed by Taylor and 
by Hang, but differs fron their approach in that the present 
theory treats the nuclei according to qunntun Mechanics.
CBAFIIB II 
IBIOBBTieAt B A C i Q B G m
A. Introduction
The Schrodinger equation cannot be solved exactly 
for ne gat ive 1 on collisions. tt la therefore necessary to 
■ahe aeveral simplifying assumptions. The most Important 
of theae Involve the wave function* vhleh describe the 
outer electron. The eeauaptlona will be discussed In this 
chapter; they result In a fully quantum Mechanical set of 
equationa for the nuclear wave functions* The coupled 
equationa any be used to describe aany of the reactions 
discussed in Chapter 1. In particular, dissociative 
attachment and associative detachaent differ only in the 
boundary conditions, which are discussed in this chapter. 
In both reactions any one of several vibrationally excited 
states say be occupied by the Molecule AD In the final 
state and at collision energies above the binding energy of 
AB direct detachaent nay take place. Both possibilities 
are implicit In the coupled equations.
B. The Complete Schrodinger Equation
The Schrodinger equation in coordinate represen­
tation is:
B
9As shown In Figure 1, R ia the internuclesr distance and r
is the coordinate from the nucleus of the negative ion to
the outer electron. The Kaailtonian ia written aa
H i ? ; +  -Alt 2.2
where T is the nuclear kinetic energy and h(*riR> is an 
electronic Hamiltonian.
Ttt * V i ? * * )  2’3
T lt ia an electronic kinetic energy and U* is the potential 
energy, which includes all of the binary Coulombic inter­
actions aionf the electrons and nuclei. The wave function 
"'f <r;R) is expanded as a product of electronic and nuc­
lear basis functions, which are denoted by <pi(r;il) and
u.^(R) reapectively:
2.4
The subscript -I refers to the state in which the electron
10
ia bound, and k raforo to the free otatoi in the contlnuui. 
le the density of itatei ip the continuua, which ie 
dlecueeed In Appendix A. The electronic wave function 
ie a s m a a d  to be centered on the nucleus of the 
colliding negative ion throughout the collision. As the 
ntoie approach, thi* hound state aust be deforaed to eoae 
extent, but it aaintaine its character as a bound state. 
The continuua etatea ^  ^ ( r d e s c r i b e  a free electron 
with energy £ ^  , which is related to k by
^  Jt w f i a**. J
The continuua etatea are alio centered on the nucleus of 
the colliding atom.
In principle it ia poasible to calculate the
electronic functions 4ft, and 4 ^ , but this would be a aajor 
undertaking, which ia not atteapted in thia work. Instead 
we develop a theory that ia baaed upon certain nsauaptiona 
about these functions and their matrix elesents. In 
practice, the calculations are done using a square well
aodel which will allow one bound state in place of the 
actual potential of the loosely bound outer electron. This 
■odel,whlch is discussed in Appendix A, has been used 
successfully by Taylor and S«l<n,*'V and by Hang and Delos * V V  
[f the electronic basis functions are orthogonal 
(assumption (i)), then eq. 2.4 implicitly defines the set of 
nuclear wave functions:
11
2 g
u N t t) * /of* <*C t* i * >  * < * > * >
A differential equation nay now be obtained for the vector 
of nuclear wave function*
( 1  £. - A  - i* <± f  v K + £  )* > n  t *) * o
where the latrlcei and £  are
~A£ . n /  f* t f  i f£ > A  t*  i * i *i f ' l  *J
2.8
2.9
r ti «  f- • / t f j U ' J  V .  <*; <1*5 «t) * ■ » #
The » a t  important aeauaptlona to be made concern 
the nature of the electronic baala function* and the 
resulting matrix element* of ]i and JJ. The baala state* are 
■■■uped to fora a partially dlabatic and partially adiabatic 
representation with the following proportion?* (11) There ia 
one bound atete f  ^  and one continuum | Of j (Hi)
The coupling between the bound state and continuum states ia 
represented diabatleally, with negligible and non-
negllglble. (lv) Intrn-contlnuum coupling ia negligible, ao
12
that
According to this iiaukptiott, transition! 
occur froi the bound state to the free states, and vice- 
versa, but direct transitions fro* one free state to another 
are neglected* The neglect of free-free transitions May be 
Justified by considering the collision classically. It is 
kportn that an electron colliding with a Molecule does not 
excite the solecule vlbratlonally unless the electron Is 
captured, because the electron is too light to have an 
effect on the heavy nuclei. An alternative argument leads to 
the sane conclusion* As a detached electron escapes froi a 
■olecule, the nuclei continue to wove as the electron 
travels away, and the notion of the nuclei can affect the 
electron's notion, changing its energy or its direction. 
However, such effects should be snail because the velocity
of the escaping electron is nornally nuch larger than the
nuclear velocity. In the case of associative detachnent a 
typical detached electron has an energy of 0.01 au and the 
nuclear kinetic energy is on the order of leV.* The velocity 
of the detached electron is then a factor of 10 larger than 
that of the nuclei. In the tine 500 au (10“ ,+ sec),
corresponding to a vibrational period or to the collision
tine, the electron has moved 40 a 4 . Hence the electron is 
out of reach of the nuclear Influence long before the nuclei
13
have moved very far.
The coupled equation 2.0 may com be written
He alio aaauie (v) that the angular ■omentum of the nuclei 
in essentially constant through the collision- In a typical 
collision, the nuclei have some hundreds of quanta of 
angular ■omentum, while the light electron might carry off 
only one or two quanta, so the angular ■omentum quantum 
number does not change significantly during a collision. 
This approximation can be expressed mathematically by 
writing the nuclear wave function as a sun of products of 
radial factors and spherical harmonic angular factors,
The spherical harmonics f ) are eigenfunctions of
the angular part of the nuclear kinetic energy with eigen­
values f { j + !-) -h *■ .
u I n > ■ Ip
2. 13
2. 14
A new radial potential energy may be defined using e q ■ 2.14.
14
2, IS
2 .1 6
On* further aiiuiption is necessary to do the
calculation*: (vi) the coptlnuui curve* are assuaed to
be parallel. Then the continuua potential energy L*
where lf#e (R) ia the lowest continual curve. The potential 
energy aatrix *ay now be written a*
A set of typical potential energy curves (R) and
are shown in figure 2. The aeausptlons listed above are 
believed to be quite generally applicable to a wide variety 
of colliaion ayatea*. They lead to an infinite aet of 
coupled differential equation* for the nuclear wave fun­
ction* u^j(ft) and u ^(R}: by aubatituting eq. 2.17 into eq.
2.6 * we obtain
2.17
V 2. 16
F t&uKi %
P  O T E N r l f i L  E u t  A O l L l
&  ■ Cell'ifion t n ftr ^  y
F * P ^ t ^ r6 fl ft h ftrj y
L ‘ * b c u „ d  ti ,
*T© + e  e nerg y
^-i-i ^ J * £
16
-j-'f fl> -
*!
3*1
2.19
{ E  " * /o'Vi, 2*Z0
/y i ta, "
4 l
*!«>
2 . 21
( t  - r > =
In this theili we develop technique! for eolvinf
such infinite set* of coupled equation* and we solve then
for the boundary condition* of associative detachnent. 
Specifically, the collision* of Cl' + H HCl + e* , T ' +
H -> HF + e~ are studied.
In those calculations, specific nssunption* and
approximations are nade about the potential energy curve*
and about tbe coupling aatrix eleient* Vk In particular™ T
(viii) the approximation ia nade that V* _ ( R )  and V_, ^  (R)
are equal and have a separable R and dependence, so that
16
V k-.L*-‘ ' 3  C*J 2-23
In the work of Wans end aoit additional
assumptions were nade. The most inportant of theae la that 
the aeniclaaslcal approxliation nay be ueed to deacrlbe 
nuclear notion. In thin way, the stationary Schroadlnger 
equation was reduced to a 'tins *-dependent electronic 
Schroedinger equation. Their treatnent la applicable to a 
reaction auch an direct detachnent, but it cannot be 
applied to associative detachnent since in the final state 
the vibrational notion of the nuclei ia quantised, and a 
classical-trajectory description of the nuclear notion ia 
not appropriate. The major purpose of this work ia to 
obtain a theory stellar to that of Taylor, Wang and Delos, 
but in which nuclear notion is described qunntue 
■echanicslIy. The theory ia In thie regard lore general, 
so it ia not limited to syatena In which the nuclei are 
bound in the final state, but may be applied to direct 
detachment ■■ well. Dissociative attachment may also be 
described by this theory.
C, Projection Operators and Basis States
It Is sometimes more convenient to deal with 
abstract vectors instead of wave functions. In this section 
we repeat the development given in the preceding section, 
but using Dirac bra and ket notation instead of wave-
1?
function notation. Later projection operator* which greatly 
• tnplify the analyst* will be defined* and they are such 
■ore aiwply expressed in t e n s  of brae and kets then in 
terik of wave-functtone *
The Schroedinger equation ie
^ E - W l l ' O - O  2-24
with the state vector I ) related to the wave function
n f  ( ?  f H) by
^  Cr ; J * ) tT > 2 26
|ft> ie a position eigenstate with the following properties 
| * >  « | r >  | R »  \m § »
<  ft I « y >  *  s t *  - * ' < >
ftj us / x  « i * l
2. 26
< r | r O  - Jtr-r'j «  R I re'» ■Itfc-K'J
/ j r  iryrt • 1 1 ' ^
The ket J rj i« an eigenket of the electronic position
operator r, and lft» !■ an eigenket of the nuclear radius
operator R. I # f »  ia an eigenket of the nuclear angle
18
operators and {
l*K> has been expanded as a product of electronic and 
nuclear states, end in vector notation, the wave function 
of eq, 2.4 is
I "S > * i —■ > f -*> > + fet k p ,, J k > f k »
i k »  *  £  J h , »  I
the double bracket* denoting nuclear states and single 
brackets electronic states. Since the electronic basis 
function qi j depends paraaetricei1y upon the nuclear
coordinate R, we are required to use Dirac’s notation in a 
slightly unconventional way. The state vectors are related 
to the electronic basis functions and nuclear wave functions 
as follows.
9 0S
2 . Z9
« .  R. I *» *  I -  < « l O
2.30
19
q, . tf , ij u .\rj I i> J i,» M  **>»
Again, | -i > repretents the state of the negative Iod, 
ffc> I* a continuiiB electronic state, and / - and
(V,» are nuclear states corresponding to u* (H) and u^  <R). 
Throughout this derivation and those that follow, we will 
consider the collision to take place at a fixed value of 1 
(by aasunption (v)), and the s u b  over angular tosontus 
states will be dropped. Then u (R) and u £ (R) are
11^ ( 8) and u ^ (R) of eqs. 2.19 to 2.22* The sub over 
angular BOBentua states will return for the calculation of 
the rate constants and cross sections. He nay then rewrite I't) 
as
- 1-I> r ~ f »  + J o i k p k \ h 7 \ h »  2 . 3 2
t-i» . f-,4>> . i k>> . ,
It follows frow the orthogonality of the 
electronic basis functions (assuaption (1}) that the elec­
tronic state vectors have the following orthogonality 
propert ios.
<  - l  J - i  > -  1
<. k. ) k> - 
< 1 K> = O
f>k
2 . 33
2 0
The electronic belli vector* Mill be qied to 
define two projection operator*, P and Q
P = I X  -f f 2. 34a
Gl * f e i k  l * X  M  I 2.34b
Bqs. 2.29 nay be uaad to ehow that:
? X - P
2 .36a
Q *  = Q
C^P * O
P a  * 0  2 . 36b
o. + p - i
These projection operators provide a convenient way to 
derive coupled equations for the nuclear state vectors 
I ,(p  and Ik >7 since by eq. 2.27,
p | ^  > * I -t> 1 - l »
2 . 36a
21
2.36b
D. The Coupled Equation*
Using the definition* in eq. 2.30, a fee trivial 
manipulation* ear be performed on eq. 2.24
( E - H J  ( P  + Q ) l ^ >  * o  2.37
p ( e  ‘ H) p n f >  » p h ( \  i1? )  3,38
q  t £ - H )  a i t T >  = q  h  p i tT> 2 ’39
2.40*
te. - c i h q ) c U Y >  - A  W * p i "*) 2.40b
It i* not obvioua, but in coordinate notation the above 
equation* are the infinite *et of coupled differential 
equation* that opacify the nuclear wave function* u_ ( (H)
and u ^ (S). Eq 2.6, or, under the a**uaption» atated 
earlier, eq* 2.18 and 2.19 may be obtained from eq*. 2.40 by 
operating on the latter with <, 6t I and uaing the 
orthogonality propertiea of P and Q.
22
First, let ue consider the Hail1Ionian satrix 
elenents PHP, PHQ, OSP and QHQ, An operator 0 is related to 
Its corresponding coordinate apace operator 0{ri$) by
Ot SJ * l o | « ' )  a.41a
O t «  ) r£tst) s.4 lb
O  J TF > a  f d f c  j OL > O C0U * * )  
-  < « J V >
2 * 42a
2.42b
so that
< «  I O | « ' >  • OC*'i 2 ’43
Then In order to find the coordinate apace fora of PRP we
suet first evaluate using }-l X - I  J for p.
< tft I P H Pi 6 0  * it 4U-I * -t I W *-t X-(J «.'> 2.44
< 0 f | P » P l * ' >  * *fol * * J**s/ «  ** £ < *  I -( V &-*>
<.** i h -ix - m  a V  2,46
We will first evaluate I H f -1^ using eqs. 2.26 to
23
2.31, no that
Sc/ae* [ <-t i 0 i + >  
< a * / h j  **' * 6tv'i -/>3
2.47
Now H(fiJt) la the coordinate apace Henlltonian defined in 
eq. 2.2 aa
M t f ;  * T  ♦ A  t*i
2 . Z
a T  ■* A t  ^
with the nuclear kinetic operator T
T  » - VI1 2.48
Replacing the Haailtonlen E{ ^  ) with T + h { A ) will five
ue
i H I-*> * fei€L* '*♦-» < * *
i - &  2.49
> <* « *  i ]
Thla will be evaluated in two parta. Firat conaider the
integral containing the electronic Haailtonlen h((f^ ).
24
j e t * *  ii A * )  4t **/ 2.50
The integral containing the nuclear kinetic energy aunt be
found uaing integration by parte, alnce at preaent it
conteina the aecond derivative of a delta function. Then
f d * *  c - i £  i
-  i d t *  i
- - f a  { i ■»,. i t <■> - 2,112
-  I d  i '  (•»«. u H ' - K ' j X ’a,. ^3
* 2.51
, 2.53
-Art
Combining eqa 2.50 and 2.54 and integrating will give ua a 
■ore tractable fora for ^-1 1 H 1 -1
M I H I - i )  « Jo/A*C l * * »
2.54
^ . r c * * n -  in •**- ■* a«*j)
Now
26
T  tj9t* w s*t?*
and by »q*. 2.9 - 2.10, Integrating over r Mill civ* ui
*. * •, 2.66
<-i ihJ -i> * f d & "  I *?» l - h  '3*. * J U . W ]  4< **i
Thia nay be ■ubetitutad into eq. 2.44 to five ua
We are now ready to consider the coordinate apace f a n  of
P h r I Tf> :
< # i p w  p / Y )  ■ /ctfst' <at i rw P l dt'xdt' i 'tj 2. 67
( * i P W P I l f )  - Jot4l' < * / - ! >  #* I t K * »
2.58
t ~ j £  + JL.fnC4Vj R ' X » ' f  *V >]
* J a t & '  « * J  /a/rf* £ I * * »
2 p 69
He know that
u.,crt> ' fo»r
26
no that In coordinate apace, I ? H PI T f )  ia Juat
<. « I fMF l'S> * f t I R ’ <*-,<■*) S d  t ’l<* *  I ***>
< - & < -  * « * * • * ' »  2 . 60
Notf recall that the potential V (R) ia h (R) with an
angular momentum term added. Then integrating over the 
nuclear anglea,
< *  ] - / o M '  7otX+ £ f t R - R * J
<--rk v?,- ♦ yJre?- * >«-/«• Jj * • «
2.62
Thla ia the Hamiltonian H ^  (H) of eq. 2.19 operating on
the nuclear wave function of the negative ion multiplied by 
the electronic wave function q
Now conaider PHQ. The coordinate apace operator 
correaponding to PHQ will be found Id the aaie way that the 
coordinate apace operator correaponding to FHP waa found. 
The major difference between the two ia the Integral over 
free electronic atatea in FHQ. In coordinate apace we have
Z7
‘ fetOL' 'f >
< « r p w o .  n s >  *  ; d « ' < «  i - j  x - m  h  j d * P %  i ^ h  k  t t >  2-64
2 66p /o/*' Jctk I w;*x*i
Once Bgatn^ we will first consider <,-1 1 H 1 k )  In
coordinate space it la
<< Rl 4 . -H U| *> !*'>> * So/4t'r J £.<<£{ £ 60
< -< JR tG* X * * l k ?  I * ' » J
« R K - l l  MJ * >  , * ' »  , [ «  Rl R * »
A « 07
< £ t j  < - l  t U l  h >  I r t O >  P fct«L+S*iOL*' I fi 2 6B
(p_7 - ^ r  ’t f * *  t  H * * - * * ) ]
Jt**' - * o ]
Aa before, thia ia
<£RI i-HKX#Ol *■**> - /c/(¥*£l( *-
<*_r * ** j j-fe- + ji (**■ 2 ■69
Once ifsln the nuclear kinetic energy operates on a delta
28
function. Integrating by parts aa before will fiv« ui the 
off-diagonal aleaenta of the Butrin P^_((eq. 2.10). Since
(ill) tbis ha* baan m u i t d  to ba negligible, wa have
Subatituting thia into eq. 2.66 will |ive ua
S * * . '  S < d k p k  <«(-.>
2.71
«  s* I <-f I wi k> / Ot tc* ((ft*' >*< rt+M 
< *  I «' if 0i' I ^  >)]
/ TF> ■ J d f t ' S d k f n  «  * I JotR 2.72
/c/rt* <**£so tTc« ^
< - / c M ^ *  <P_,MU Y (l(tRJ u htRJ 273
Coordlnata apac* forma of OlTQ and QHP may be 
derived in the name way. Then we have
2. 74
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3 1 7S
<  «  J <3 H ?  I**> - fotk p *  Cp^CWJ
The coordinate r«pr«i*atatione of «qi. 2.40 are therefore
q ? f c C « J  t  E  -  H h l l t R > >  U N ( H J  =  2 , 70b
How uatn| the orthogonality of the (f, 'j wo have
i t  - u_,£R> ^ 2.20
C £  - v k-iC* J U -*CR) 2.22
which ie the deaired reault. Then eqe. 2.40 are the vector 
fora of the coupled integro-dlfforential equation* derived 
Id the proceeding aection.
B. Boundary Condition*
Aeeociative detacbaent (AO} ia eet apart froa
3D
direct detachment by the boundary condition! of the reac­
tion. The energy of the collision 1* usually below the 
asymptotic H a l t  of , so that the only reaction
possible ie AD. This reeults in a free electron sbd a bound 
aolecule. The molecule say be vibrationally excited, but as 
discussed earlier, in assumption (xlx), there is negligible 
change in the nuclear rotational angular momentum. Then 
when the nuclei are far apart, the only state that is 
accessible to the system is that in which the electron is 
bound. Thus the first boundary condition is:
2.77
i <¥_,cl*, u  »,t tj
fl***. ft-**-
As the electronic coordinate r becomes large, the 
bound electronic wave function Cf_( vanishes, so that
the only contribution to f  cones from free electron 
states. Then
^  Cl* * * >  - L^ t 3.78
r-fr*. * r-o»
Thera Is one further problem to be considered. 
Eq. 2.40 Involves an integral over all continuum energies, 
however the molecule has only s few quantum mechanically 
allowed bound states, for which the wave functions ^  are 
solutions to the homogeneous continuum Hamiltonian
v-^avi * e*,
2.79
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where
2.80
«.
Now conservation of energy inpllsa that the total Initial 
energy B aust be equal to the final energy H ^ +  , where
again B a  ia the (discrete) energy of the b ** bound 
vibrational state of the uolecule, and la the energy of 
the escaping electron* It follows that r ~> » the
Integral over t auet collapse into a discrete aua, with
fc ■ E  -1 E 2.01
The boundary conditions can then be expressed in 
the following way* The wave functions v ^  {R} fora a 
couplete set and therefore the continuun functions any
be written in terns of then:
u K t z*82 
where is defined by
- * J S  -  $ai& foil* t *  ; RJ 1
Then as r~> »  , the full wave function nust be
2*83
i -w^  p# ™
2*84
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A proof of this result, that tb* integral (2.47) reduces to 
the discrete sum (2.84) ia given ia AppendiK B. Also, 
boundary conditions for the reverse process, dissociative 
attachment, and for direct detachasnt are given in AppendiK
C.
F. Summary
An infinite set of coupled integro-diffarential 
equations has been derived for a carefully chosen electron 
basis set. The aaaunptions which were aade about the elec­
tron basis set and the aatricee h and P ere siailar to those 
which had been used by Wang and Delos. However in the 
present work, the nuclei ere treated quantua Mechanically 
rather then seai-classically. The boundary conditions for 
associative detachment have been discussed and these say 
easily be extended to apply to direct detachment. In the 
next chapter the coupled equations 2.40 will be uncoupled 
using a arsons function solution to the contlnuus equation.
g u A m e  iii
AN JSIEflBezSIfflEiNIJAL EQUATION
IQE TBS SigATiyi |oy &A¥S Iu&chqn
A. Introduction
The coupled equations 2.40 any be uncoupled using 
a Green1* function solution to the continuum equation 2.40b. 
The resulting aquation, when transformed Into coordinate 
space, ia an integro-differential equation which has as it* 
solution the wave function u (B).
B. The Continuum Green's Function
The projection of Jf)onto the continuum state*, 
Qll), may be found in terms of its projection onto the bound 
atate P l4> using a Green’s function G „ 8 „ la the
solution to
3 * 1C l  - *s a
so that
C, - ^  3-2
Normally the operator form of a Green's function Is the
33
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■elution to
3.3
Here the u t r l x  Q la • unit antrix for the conttnuuu, which 
la a reetrlcted portion of the vector epnce (the full vector 
apace haa P+G a* ita unit operator). Since the equation 
which ie to be aolved ualng the Green1* function ia 
reetrlcted to the continuua , Q say be uaed ae a onit aatrix 
In thia derivation. Then with the contlnuua equation
By tranefominf eq. 3.3 to coordinate epnce, we
will ehoti that the coordinate apace operator corresponding
to ia a Green’a function.
2.40b
we have
3.4
3,5
3.6
Jo/fL' [ £ <*190 - Jtet- *') Seik P* Sotk'Ph‘1
»tk. t I'J < r „ . > K - > ]  } «•; «
/ o ’* A* <f'ir,lt> <vK <.r-
3.7
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The coDtinuua electron atsttt hava tha property that
C E - tcitr, «rv - -ft'j g
0 q  (R|R/ ) ia the Green'i function for the continuua 
Haiiltotilan H R } .
fl ^  m y  olio be written an a <ui of solution* to 
the homogeneous equation
Jcfk
fij t r> - foLf*
3.8
Than
3. 10
Recalling that
3. 11
3. 12
with
we have
3,13
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T h e n t aince
2 , IT
- Tatk. /** U h f y ^ * T > < k \ 3 . 14
The coipl«t« i«t of itflta vector* i^KO with eigenvalue* 
defined in e q i . 2.79 and 2 *00 ere lolutlopi to
Theee rapreeent the eigenotatea for nuclear notion in the 
potential energy For H„, < V*. f *• ) , J*w» ia the n'*h
vibrational atato. (For higher energiea, the atate vector 
repreeenta free nuclei end the eua over n becoaea an 
integral over free atatea. Aa deacrlbed In AppendlN B, the 
free atatea reault froa direct detachaent, while the bound 
atatea are the reault of aeaociative detachaent.} Then with
i £ -Q. H <X 1 J K >  lou» * Jfe> t«**» 3.16
we any write na
3. 16
S', = £r
ill) ) * W * l < f c |  
£  -  ft*.' e  k
3 . 17
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Tbit if a solution to 3.1, as nay be »«*n by bringing (B~ 
<JHQ) lnald* the >ua and Integral:
C e - p  h M  G-a *■ a,
alnce the nuclear atate vectors I fora a conplete set.
With this definition of t we are ready to
uncouple eqa. 2.40. Tbe projection 0 l*f> nay be written In 
terns of P l f ) using 0
C E - CiMCii Gr» z. ; ^ t £ - e -
3. 18
3. 19
3. 20
C e -ei uts, i o. fTF> * u p P"JT> 2. 40b
d  |"4> - O-e Q.h ? P i ^ ) 3.21
j h>^>y<_ 3. 22
Then 3.22 nay be used in 2.40a to give an equation for
38
P [ * >  .
( c * f  h o  Pi'*) * r
i H >  |ow>X**l< * M  
• p , *>
The orthogonality propertLa* of the state vectors th> 
Id eqa. 2.28 to 2.43 nay be uaed to siaplify eq. 3.23.
f fc-PwPJ P |-1> PWt*> k  ■g’- f * Pi
Subatttutinf l-i y — 11 for P, eq. 3.25 May be written es
l - i W & ~  ( - * »  ■» i~t?{Sa/k0k <-t!U t
* *  ft -p.er*\ ! - * »
2.40a
3. 23
(lven
3.24
3.25
3.26
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This say bt written more compactly aa
3.27
Now defining an operator Q _ ( aa
r f , l . u i j ^ y x <  '*±1  w 3.28
U _ ( - J otkpK ^ - i £  e. Hk-i
allows iii to write
{ E - U-,.,) I"'» ' I_,»  3 2 9
Aa will be seen In the next section, eq. 3.29 ie 
an lntegro-differentinl equation for u_j(R).
C. The Green’a Function In Coordlpate Space
tn thia section 6 ,l will be transformed to the 
coordinate space function G <RaR') which will be evaluated 
using an approximation to the fc dependence of the coupling 
potential energy Since the electronic and nuclear
bests states are Independent of each other, the integration
40
over k in eq. 3.26 nap be performed without iffecting the 
vectors
Defining (RiR/ ) >• the coordinate space version
Of G_, ,
C i ^ C R ,  R' )  *  «  R ! & . ,  I f t ' »  3 .3 0
[ fs inf  3 . 2 8 ,  t h i s  I s
Cr. CR.S') = « *  I J V V *  ^"1 Z  -r^Tei. M|*" l*'!>
- fatR* /o/*/5* #J_, ^  \ R*)b
3.31
__ I Ui__1 I« « * i  £
Now we eust have
<r* I H_t* I « 0  - V - lK(V> £ -ft'J 3-32
so that, with the Haailtonian of II B,
/ o / a ^  V - Z T - t i r * sv * g '-) 3 - 3 3
How the vector states l/>v)J are eigenfunctions of the
41
c o n t i d u m  B u l l t o n i t n  B#t {aq, 3.13} and therefore corres­
pond to the eigenfunctions of the Haailtonian fH)
discussed In 11 I.
^  3 3 4
Then with
tc_, s dtft (- t »  3.35
■i in eq* 2*27, we have
SofR'Cr.'t*, R') u =
3.37
v±s*'>
Now defining as
T - ~ . J W * / ® *  Vg 'tt* JEV * - g ~  3 3H™l * Ig
we say write G ^ ( {H,R/) as
42
V-( ^(B) it given to Appendix A for i equare well 
potential energy with one bound etete and a continuum of 
free etatee. The integral I A  (R,R^ ) wee evaluated 
numerically by Taylor and Deloa for the came in which V
Jh
hae no R dependence. 1 We will take _((R) to have a 
eeparable R and dependence*
v h • / {l} m t-i 3 * 40
Then
A  A
The following wee found to be a good approximation to the 
numerical evaluation of the integral .
3 * " 3 e*'J F ^ - q .  c ‘ e ~  3 42,1
I-.IK.HV- *%? ( & ) * *  3 a i A l*> 3~  f-l £ -  3-42b
_a. . a„tE-e— J .
<■ t ~Ci, >* ce
3.42c
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Cl, = 3.011
3.42d
Q j  S -  J i , 5  ^  I 3 Q , -  .1 O J
Q *  = 4 J , S 3 o < /
Then with I ^{R,!!7) of eqi. 3.42* eq. 3.39 ity be written
The eve over n is a sum over elgenstatss, which have eigen­
values . Since ^  la defined only for n such that E >
B , there aey be only e finite nunber of teraa in the 
first s u m . Hi.t| la the highest eigenvalue which la eaaller 
than E. The second aua contains all the t e n a  for which B < 
B ^  . In physical t e r n ,  E la the energy of the highest 
allowed vibrational state, saw being the vibrational quentua 
nuaber for that state. The second bus Is then a sue over 
forbidden atatea, since their energies are higher than the 
total kinetic energy B .
the second tars becoaea a Green's function of the 
Haailtonian H t(i(B)( First we will define ai
9^, g -ir^ot'J j  CAO
3.41
4* £
y * ! 'r~ LK>
Equation 3.43 any be rewritten in auch a way that
st / tW t i^i i
Ok G 3.44
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Then eq. 3.42 it
<r_ - ZL Qtw nrm l*.}
" t *o ” P
+ rr** z. 9 « J  a w > 3 45
Let ui consider the second ter*
SntlZZ) Jr.9tK1 c  - C T - o >  3.48
Now v ^ ( R j  La an eigenfunction of the tt**iltonian H ^ ^  (R), 
end the Green's function of thie H a a i1tonian l a y  be written 
aa
Jf KR, R *) ■= JL * ^ < * 2  3*47
-Ov J — o c - — Q,
with
C E  - Q # - V-^ 3*48
Then eq. 3*45 contains a Green's function of the eqauetion
3 .49
The * enerfy* in eq* 3.49 haa been ehifted by an a*ount a ^  . 
Then Q ,t nay be written aa
ft A*
* j£.,0 3**) ^CR'*)
3. 50
■f C  ? < * J  ^ V - q V * J ' °
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(For the case of direct det&chment the sum over allowed 
etatea become* an Integral over the continuum ae before, 
with K ae the upper limit.)
The function ^  max alio be written ae a product 
of solution* to the homogeneous equation
( E .  - O *  -  W B * t n j  >  ' ■ V ' ( R )  *  O  3 * 5 1
Since the ehifted energy is unlikely to be an eigenatate of 
the Hamiltonian, there are no eolutions which fulfill the 
boundary conditions. Of the two solutions, one ( (»))
ia finite at the origin and infinite at fi -) w  , while the 
other ( '> > (R)) la finite at large R and infinite at the
origin. With W as the Wronakian of these two functions, we 
may write
* u 7  'Y.tRO R*) = ft,*'
v -(,3k 3'53
where R ^ and R > are the smeller and larger of R and R * ,
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reapvctivvly. A food approximation to the eifenfunctIona 
Tt> and 7I^ (R) may bo found tieibf the 7FKB approximation, with 
Airy function* uaed at the turninc point*. Thie 1* dia- 
cuaaed in Appendix C.
D. An Intogro-Differentiel Equation
He have found the repreeentation of the operator Q 
in coordinate apace, and now auat tran*fora the rent of eq. 
3.29 into coordinate apace.
How by eqa* 3.30 and 2.29, the rifht hand aide of thte la
<E.  -  » - ■ - , )  M »  -  I “ J » 3.29
3.55
« j? i | f t ' J - i
3.56
and the left aide ia
C E ~  w * , C R'J
O
3.57
which waa ahown in aection II D. to he
( E  - + ) u_,<Rj 3.58
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we then have an integro-differential equation for the wave 
function u _j (R),
t £  - + ^3* 5 ^ )  *
3.50
fo/ft' Cr_ttA,*'> U ^CR'J
m
Thia ia n aingle integro-differential equation for u _ ( (R); 
it deacribee the effect* of tranaitlona into and out of the 
allowed bound atatea by Beane of the tern on the fight hanbd 
aide containing the areen*a function.
B . Summary
An inteflro-differential equation haa been found 
for the wave function ueing a Qreon'e function
eolutlon to the continuum equation 2.**oh. The function 
Q j{R,r') which deecribee traneitiona into and out of the 
continuua contain* two parte: a aum over the allowed bound
vibrational atatea, and a Green1* function with a ahifted 
energy, R - a ^  . For energlea below , the contribution 
of the aecond tern ie negligible, io that the only tran- 
altione which need be conaidered are to and fro* the bound 
atatea. In the next chapter a aero order volution to eq.
3,57 will be found uaing the aeBiclaaaicel approximation. 
Thia in turn will be uaed to find a flret order aolution to 
eq. 3.57.
Q M P I I B  IV 
A EISSI QBfilB HAY! FUNCTION
A. Introduction
In the previous chapter we derived an integro- 
differential aquation which haa aa ita solution the nuclear 
wave function for the negative ion state u_# (R). In this 
chapter the wave function u_ t (R) will be found to tero 
order and to first order. Transitions into and out of the 
continuum, which are neglected in the isro order
approximation) are included in the first order 
approxiaat ion■
B. A Zero Order Wave Function
The intagro-dlfferentie1 equation for the negative 
ion wave function m  ay be solved to aero order using the 
semiclaaaical a p p r o x i a a t i o n T h i a  is based upon the 
aasuaption that the noaentum of the negative ion does not 
change significantly with R t so that (R ) << (R)
throughout aost of the collision) i.e. away fros the
classical turning points. The momentum Ot, (R) is defined in
the usual way:
* , , , i lfi 4.1
48
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In the earo-order approxlaition tha coupling
between tha discrete state and tha continuui la n a g1acted.
The zero otdar wave function u ^ ( (R) U  then the
nppproxiuete aolution to tha homogeneous aquation
* o  4 *2
With eq. 4.1 and
K ^  4.3
we have
( c ; , ^ ) < o * >
4.4
■o that away froa tha turning points where ®  (fi) - 0 ,-1
* . *
. - . I f c J - U * 1-'-’ " ' ' -  7 l
The phases it Wfn have been added ao that the wave function 
hen the fore which an Airy function Ai(-x) haa as x becomes 
large. Near the turning points the potential nay be 
approximated an a straight line. Then tha aolution to eq. 
4.2 la a linear combination of Airy functions AitafH-R.,, )) 
and Bi(a(H-R^ ))V To the left of tha turning point (in the 
forbidden region) we know that the wave function must 
decrease exponentially. Bq. 4.5 la still valid but the 
momentum ia imaginary In that region so that the aero order 
solution ia
n I 4.6
u "  <*) ■ fTKj1 *■
60
where the exponentially increasing part of tha solution has 
baan discarded. Now eq. 4.6 is tha neyaptotic fora of 
Ai{a(R-g^r >) as a(R-Rtp )) -> o* Than, since tha
ssyaptotic fora of Bi{affl-R^^ )> is tha (discarded) 
exponentially Increasing solution, we say say
U *  tR) < ftl i-<\ 4 ^
with
Then the wave function to aero order is:
a,*
0~(I0 a 1 C ' rt 1 H a, 4.10
The constants C and C' are deterainad by the condition that 
u_ ( (fi) be a saooth continuous function of R.
C * X ..\t.
4.11HTl I ft—  | \t f_ r J
£' - 1 C f F 1 | V - , - ( * * > > /J
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C. A Firit Order Solution
1. A 5eai-{?laaaicaL Approxiaation
Aa atated above, the aero order aolution deacrlbea
an elaatic colliaion with no poaaible tranaltion*. 
We are now ready to find a firat order aolution to the 
integro-differentlal equation & * D * The wave function u_,(R) 
nay be written in terae of an Incowing part and an outgoing 
part i
Again* the phaaea are included ao that the wave function ia 
in the fora which an Airy function A1(m) tehee at large 
negative k. Since there ia only one equation (4.5) and 
there are two unknown*, we are free to chooae f + and f in 
auch a way that
c * r
4, 13
Then the derivative* of (R) are
4* 14
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<1 ** a
4, 15
By lubfttttutlni thia fora of ( (R) into «q,
3,57, an equation for f4 and f_ nay bo found which ia valid
in the allowed refion, Now with the ■oaentun of eq, 4,1, we
■ay write the Integra-differential equation (3,67) aa
u.,t*V 4.16
and uaing eqa 4.2 to 4.4, we have the following aquation.
.inp ft f r O - v ^ r <£«.«• 7 *
4.17
x 7
* fl
Thia nay be partially uncoupled uaing the condition given In 
eq, 4.13.
S3
,  i f g  ( i .  t  * f  t  - i  ( *  ( f - " * ' *  / <  V  - 11* * ]
-t £ hft>*t l**‘
4. 18
i i £ i  / t ,p c 11  . r »-.-*■ ♦ / i f*’ *-,j ^ iir/i3
$.1*1 * " * •-, ' r
,  i )  t  ^  ( t , p L * l ^ » - .  ♦ j j V - O *  ‘ * A j  4 . 1 9
0 * 1  4.' 0,-,^."') U.,<*'i;
*
Tha aquation* nay be sliplifltd further ualng the 
following approxiaation. To the right of the turning point,
<RJ 1* purely real and expf 1^ ^ ,  * / 1i ) ia
rapidly oacillatory. In addition, ft +/, (8 ) ia aaall coi-
pared to G* (B) over ioat of the apace* Then
and
*
*►
ao that the exponential part* of the f l n t  t e r n  on the rha 
of eqa. 4.18 and 4.19 any be dropped. Phyaically thia aaana 
that the colliding nucleua la unlikely to change the 
direction of it* notion fron inconing to outgoing except 
through Interaction with the continuun. He then have
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V«> ■ —  - . ^  L*
A 4
**7 *- * -Wr; i«- *  * ' *
A t«ro order approximation may be made to f t 
f _  which will give the aero order wave function u* ( 
Then, away from the turning point
*1 4 «; ♦ *i
f.* ft *.
and are
rwi * , + { 0 - ^  - r
i > >  ■ -t £ :  e.
jip i t  £ ♦ J *-) -
s l m *  «• k  *. "  idK'G.x^n'j
He then have for u ( (R),
4.20
4.21
and
(H) *
4.22 
4 .23
4.24
4. 25
t r X f ^ i  " L9-t*A 4.26
00
. 4 0  - - ;  J I T  C * » r  I i r C ' - * 4*-' * * ,I’* ' J
Wb*n there are no t n m i t i o n t ,  f+ and f_ art aero, no u_^ (A) 
1b the aero order wave function found in the precedlnf
■ ect ion.
In findini f4 and f_, an additional approximation 
1b iida; we asiuae that the tranaition tera, contalnini
0_ t p i* aaall, and we will uae in thli tera the aero
order approxiaation to u_ f (R*)t Then uminf aqa* 4.22 and
4.23, we have
H.
(TT1 -fc L -
e  9 A'J <4* Lnf> *•
e  ^  I * *  ^ - p t M ' J U ^ R ' )  4,
28
We aay now write the firat order wave function u (It):
cr r + i s /4f
- * J 4  f  *  ^  *
* *J 0 _, l*\ **) U * <* «■*] -  ^  1 V/H 4 * 30
,  o r  I * «*  i j " ' ^
Eq, 4.30 ia our baaic foraula for u (R) in the ciaaeiceLly
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allowed r«|ioo.
2. The Turning Point HtgLon
It ie clear that the aolution found in the pre­
vious section ie not valid near the turning point. One
approach which nay be taken in that region ie the unifora 
approxiaationi in which the potential in aeouaed to be 
linear over a short range near the turning point ao that 
u 1(H) say be written in teraa of Airy functions any be 
found.
approximated as a straight line using a Taylor expansion. 
Then the iqtegro-differential equation ia
The solution to the corresponding hoaogeagous equation is 
known to be an Airy function. The Airy functions Ai and Bi 
and their derivatives Ai* and Bi' are related to the 
exponentials in eq. 4.1 by
As before, the potential near say be
c - + (^teO
4.31
4.32
^ i Ai
- i flit-® tR f» )j)
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4,33
,____, *  t»-. *■1'"'*.
in*-1 « ^  <.«.-*«►>) 4.34
t U l '  <.-qtR"«*s>J)
, *
" i t  (P., - i
q  w  '—> ^  ^  - o C-t* tR" ^ ^  4*35
., i 0 i' C"Ci( R- ))
Then replacing the exponential! of eq. 4.J.1 by their
corresponding Airy functions, we have
4' 1 * 1 f t * * * *  * *
. -v t < * r *  ?
+ (.fti tHi] «. J
4.36
Aa before, there ie one equation (4.31) and two 
unknowns. He will choose f J, and f| so that
i E c * * '  t £  i:d*'
(_*t -4 *i) f* *• - (fll ‘tiftO'jt ■ O  4.37
By replacing the Airy functions with their ssyaptotic foras 
for large A, we may see that f* and fj correspond to those 
defined in eq. 4.22 for the allowed region. Then the 
derivatives of u_ | (H) ere
x r  * -<* %  I e *
i f fllA' ] 4.38
L'*i.eL') *  '  " JC*
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■ o' T  I I At* - H i * )
+ - * *  I t*i'-« O  O  fj 4 .
±  £*; •* r  , , - 4 r  tja #
 ^* - c*i' + i ai'j f- e 1 *
aa
Subat itutinc thia into eq, 4,31 glvea ui an aquation for t*  
and f ^ ;
- a  t  I t  tAi -i a O  f. »
_ f  t*£' 4 i  *i') t- f c * V ^ - dR = 4 40
J el*' u -*■*’>
tf>in| aq. 4.37, thia May be written aa
- ¥ '  1 +‘ »-'> j r i r n r l
£ 1 I * U-,tRV■ T + fi, ^ a
4.41
Now aluce
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4.43
we )itv«
- 4.44
4.45
c, _ , - w * .  *-•'*
- S ~  \  *- «•
,  V I J«*R' * - tR- R'J 11
Now throughout thia derivation. it has bean M i u a a d  that 
G_j ia eaall. In addition, the ration near the turning 
point where the Airy function aolution La valid ia very 
•sail. Therefore we will aaiuwe that
i *i f 4.'dA' * m
' " * ■ *  k x at' tfti'tSl) 4.47
Then
- eiff 4.49
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The « « v *  f u n c t i o n  m a r  t h e  t u r n i n g  p o i n t  in  then
- £  I t**-< *t> I - i  {«**' C 
£t*rt*Cr., tR', **;
+ U i  + U i )  C u p t  i
- t a n  /\»ia*g-.,£*',**) u.,c*-;
4,50
Replacing the Airy function* in 04, 4.60 by the asymptotic
f o m  at large negative R will give the wave function found 
in the previous section. Thus the two fores for u_ ( (R) are 
conpat ible.
3. The forbidden Region
We eust now find a solution to the intefro- 
dlfferential equation which is valid in the forbidden 
region. Care aunt be taken here since the wave function 
aust go to aero at the origin. Therefore, u.,(R) 
Bust go to cero faster then H as R -> 0. In addition, our 
wave function in the forbidden region aust watch the turning 
point wave function in the region where both are valid. The 
wave function for the turning point region given in eq. 4.60 
contains Bi{-a ( R - R ^ p }), which becones an exponent ini1y 
increasing function at large -ft(R-R,p}, or at snail R. Then
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it l a o n  that replacing the Airy function* with
it
exp(£l PL,/h|) In the forbidden ration will give a wave
function which doe* not aatiefy the boundary condition*. 
Throughout tble taction* the exponentlally increasing 
■elution will be used in addition to the exponentially 
decreasing solution. In the and* it well be shown that the 
wave function obtained in this way does satisfy the boundary 
conditions. in addition, by heaping the exponentially 
increasing part of the wave function, transitions into and 
out of the continuui aay be Included. The alternative, 
using the zero order wave function to the left of the 
turning point, results in the owission of transitions 
between the contlnuua and negative ion states.
Now, we know that
* ■ *| J I/*
o f
and we *ust have
**"*• u. *0 - *a -so
Suppose that
4.51
4 . 5 2
Then in order that u_((R) be zero at the origin, we sust 
have
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Thai this condition is net by u_ ( (H) will be shown in this 
■action.
As before wo have one equation end two unknown*. 
The condition on f j and f* is sinilar to that which was 
chosen in the allowed region (eq. 4.13):
4.54
Then
t *  - - »  . « . i &■ *  " k - - ™ - ■ . * •
, ( - e  ',C'-'d n v ‘ l , j..'1t,?-'*'*') «,-*f t * *
u „ ,t lW  -  11. % * ! « . . !  .  k  14
_ « • «  
t . e - „ i t l k,»*-d R 'l'fc)
Now since the aoaentua in the forbidden region is purely 
imaginary, the integro-differential equation (3.59) nay be 
written as
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(■ u_L i O  4 6 7
>« that with <qa. 4.62 and 4.56
*- «
- ,*? U l  “T T * 1 V -  * l'*- ' * ‘  ;
e t  f  * (- e-'E.?-'*1 4 58
+ i e  ' & ' " )  e." 1 1 i*-•** ^ 4 £  f ' t K . ' U * ,  v>u.,i*9
+ /- eeparetion any ha pirforiad utlnf eq. 4.54. Once again 
we have equation* for f^ and f which ere coupled only in 
the exponential* axp(i i (  U  /« >•
S[ { ( - « *  i c 'C * - ’ " ' " * ' ;  -
♦  ,  e  ^ ^ > ) {  ^ ~ 7 ^ i  )} V*> • * * * *
- rJ'Vfcl
^ r * T ^
* ■ « . / * )  j }  4.00
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He then have
e * i #  ■ + ; •  *
4.62
- ¥*<*>
+ i 5 S j  I <».,(.*,*> u.ptR'j
4.63
♦ C e * * l,*>'"*l_ a ,- _ £  *-•>*'
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Again, f + and t will ba separated into c«ro and 
order tent, with the being the first tera of aqa . 
and 4.64. Then
Ctltt 4 t.tlO
Then
*  l*-A* r * l t ? - < * R ' V f c |
V * > »  [(. e- **+ + ^  /
,
f  * « >  * «i?!j  [< •••  ^  ♦ » « •  "  J
k  gt S ' f c  *'*
it®
How in eq. 4.53, and - f were required to approach 
other at leant aa feat an in the H a l t  ae R
Now in order that the exponentially increasing teraa of 
4.67 and 4.66 cancel, we auat also have
, . £ * * * *  . e
M o  C
f irat 
4,63
4.66
4.66
4.67
4. 68
each
> 0 . 
eqa .
4.69
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That thin condition is lat aa R -> 0 will be ahown later. 
Then dropping the exponentially aaall teraa and cancelling 
the exponentially large teraa of aqa. 4*67 and 4.66 we have
ft* *wi , - ^  J*=dl 
C T  * | R t|
4.70
4.71
Once again we find that if Q_f% <K,R ' ) ia taro (to that f^ 
and fj are aero) we have the aero order wave function for 
the forbidden region found in eection IV B. Following the 
derivation of u_ f (R) in the allowed region, we will uae the 
aero order wave function In finding f ' and f_* . Then
- B n * ' " * " *  I * * * 1)
. t
- 4 i*- iB., - i f * i i j
* - fifo (.e - c ^  /
4.73
R . A V  U ^ R#)
Ualng f® in the exponanta of aqa. 4.72 and 4.73 we have
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The wave function in the forbidden refion it now t'
U .,*>  - J 3 E  I t
' £ f — ' jt ,f[ i £ £ £ . 1 . - * * * 76
Burlier we found that replacing the exponential* 
of the allowed region with Airy functions gave the wave 
function which was derived in the turning point region. Now 
we find that replacing the Airy functions of the turning 
point wave function {eq. 4.BD) with exponential* will give 
ua u_ ( (R) of eq. 4.76,
He aust now consider the behavior of the wave 
function as R -> 0. As was stated in the beginning of this 
section, the wave function aust go to aero net the origin. 
The exponentially large teraa of the wave function aust 
therefore cancel. and the wave function goes aa 
exp(-lJ* P-'/ftty. Thia ie consistent with the requlreaent of 
eq. 4.69. Mow the exponentially increasing part of u ( (R) 
la
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a *
and it nuat be on the order of *Kp(-\t A,t/t), no that
e -
pjn' « . 1 «77 ■*/
«. -  * 1 i , ? — 1
w  ft
Once again using the aeausption that a (B,R ') ia snail, 
and that the srfuient of the aine la exponentially asalL, we 
have
«  ■ , t  ?  j p l *  •  V,?" * 1 * 3 * 7 1 * * '
. fls e " ’^  ‘ f - * '  m
- * j£
Earlier we found G_  ^(R , B in teraa of the
elgenfunctlone for the Haailtonlan H ## {R), These
eigenfunctions v ^  fH) are found in Appendix D using the 
unlfora approximation. In the forbidden region, we have
q, <t a -j - ? '  V'-1*'' 8 CRV
d4IB °
+ C  ^ t m  j t R O
3.50
with
where the aoientui of the n** vibrational state la
4.HO
Eq. 4.78 ie then
A .  Ifltstffcan’ *
, * g  L_ i / w  ‘ t * - 0  - - 1 ^ t l  4  81
Now luppoan that the aoaentua (?,,(#) goes aa R “ as R -)
0. while f ^ U )  goes as H * aa 0 -> 0. Then
4.88
x U O / s ,
a  * e  •<< i
A.oti . 4.83
_  e * ' *  /fciA— il a — < e t
Uaing these approximation* to the amenta, eq. 4.81 nay be 
written in t e n s  of powers of R as
a* *^L -*■» I
l + . r - ' V .  -  “ ■ . .  U  ^  4 . 8 4
i f - * '  *  " -J
“ ®  « —  A. *.
There ere three cases that aust be considered. 
First suppose that a = 0. Then
70
e
Therefore If P., and <P«* have the iaae behavior in the 
forbidden region* the wave function la exponentially 
decreasing in that region. Now if a < 0, the (B) goea to 
sero at the origin faster than exp(-l /5C7’ ’ *°
that the wave function la again exponentially decreasing In 
the forbidden region. The third case, in which a > 0 Is 
slightly different. Here the exponential tera dominates:
■ -•v. •*'<-.»> I f . u W * '
. . p i t * * * '  ‘  J ' " t 4 86
6 * - 1 - " ' •' 4.87
£  *
C * P l * » -  <? < ^ ‘j e
-a*'"1  a. -W 4.80
4.09
Now i f  t h e  aoB QD tu i  of  th e  bound s t a t e  tp ( R) i s  no 
s a a l l e r  t h a n  aa R ->  0 ,  and I f  th e  p r o d u c t  o f  t h e
■omenta goes to  i n f i n i t y  no f a s t e r  than  R *" *1*  aa R ->  0 ,
th e  wave f u n c t i o n  w i l l  be e x p o n e n t i a l l y  s a a l l  in  t h e  
fo r b i d d e n  r e g i o n .  T h e r e f o r e  t h e  wave f u n c t i o n  d e r i v e d  i n  
t h i s  S e c t i o n  has t h e  c o r r e c t  b e h a v i o r  I n  th e  f o r b i d d e n
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D. Summary
In thli chapter Me have found the Mave function to 
aero order using the uniforn appraximation. The sero order 
solution was then used to find a firat order solution in 
each of three refions: allowed, turning point, and
forbidden. In the next chapter a complex lonehtya will be 
defined using f + (R) and f_ (8). This will be used to
simplify the wave function.
A C O ^ L | X  yOMlf#TU« fH|0gr
A. Introduction
The ihcoBing and out|oin| ptrti of th* first order 
wtve function derived in the previous chapter will be 
written here in terna of coaplex ioi«nta. The coapleK 
aoaenta will then be related to the nonlocal couple* 
potential of Han( and Delos .^'^The coup lex nouenta key be 
ueed to find the survival probability of the negative ion aa 
a function of the ion’s kinetic energy and inpnct paraneter-
JS. The Conplex Moaenta
In the previous chapter a firet order wave 
function was found in three regions; near the turning point, 
to the right and to the left of the turning point.
< u « u  - J 3 5 Z U  - 1
*• 5. la
a < * ‘f
*  r 4  ^
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We would like to use R - 0 m  the lower liait on the 
intefrale of the transition teres (those with G_ ( (fi.fi' )). 
This say be done by defining two functions as follows.
a<R.*p
V . l l O t t -R+piJJ *^**,5.2
• i JJP **“*'■
- / 5 S  u ~ ,^ ?‘,*“ l’/*' - ; « ■ ’ - r / * ^  n ‘ *«•
- ft*'#*,6 -3
Then u_ ( (11) say be written
*  »'ur,C + >  I * * ' * ' **J ^  '*"■>
|A_,ITX) ■ - ' k L  *•*♦*■*' «-
- k  j f « * * * j T *1 **<*-■*■» i o  m z t * * jj 5 4
+■ w L i i t )  e
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This auit be noraaliaed ao that at large B the lncoilng tera 
la
5-6
In thli way we will have unit incoming flux when the <ui 
over angular aoaentua atatea haa been perforaed. Then the
wave function ia
it s - -fc[ * * f (  It t I*'*'.ttt'JJ
+ t x f  f d *'♦
We will now define two coeplax aoaenta 
T P *  {H) and TP*. (H} as
5,7
T d O j* u.
Ji » U > *  £<d*'hr+t*'J tK.") 5.0
Then
j., i T P - . i W
u.,tR) w t tt) t  ♦ v . « )  e 5 . 9
7G
Figure* 3-4 show calculation* of the wave function 
and coapleK loienta, both incoming and outgoing. A* we* 
expected, F  t tit) and (ftj are largest in the
region where the bound etetee are largest. The incoalng and 
outgoing aoaenta are related as follow*. Recalling that
3. ao
+ c  8t*>
and that (H) - w * (R), aa i* shown in eq*. 5.Z and G.3,
a function (0) way be defined aa
jjllO V-* CH'i VVtR'J 6 1 0
then
T i t * *  * t  * a. 5.11
a.-*
♦,£* ^ c«J- t*)) e.*<a_ 5.12
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T ’+CRJ * i - ^  C a t p*i*0 - p £.(Ril 5.13
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Since the Green’e function Gfci(B(H') contnlne a eon over the 
allowed vibrational atataa, It ie clear that the structure 
of T 7 f and T*\ are dictated by the nuuber of bound 
vibrntional states (H) with elgenvaluee Kw  which are lean 
then the kinetic energy of the negative ion K . In addition 
the overlap integral between the zero order wave function 
u_( (R) and the eigenfunctlone of the bound etatee v**, (R) 
determine* the contribution of each tern in the sub,
C. The Survival Probability
The survival probability F( ia given by the 
pngnitude of the outgoing part of the wave function squared 
aa H - > ^  . Then
«
pf =r l * r t tlO £*pL t
»  a 5.IS
, Jala* &_!*'> K") |
»*♦ w
Using the coaplea aoaentua defined in the previous aection, 
thia ia
P , * e. 6.16
PtCrU*£ 1
S U R V I V A L  P R O B A B I L I T Y  W c l .
L =  10
PS
0
0
0 . I ] 0 , 1 3
E
-4- jfc
p, ■ e. *
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5.17
Aa la shown in Figure thia can have a food deal of
structure when It ia found aa a function of the ion’a 
kinetic enerfy. The survival probability haa a local 
aiaiiui near the enerfy of each bound vibrational atate > 
When a collision take* place allfhtly above thia energy* 
detachaent into the atate n ia very likely, so the survival 
probability decreases there. The survival probability in­
creases aa the trove function and the highest allowed bound 
atate eigenfunction becoae diaslaiLer- Thia will be dis­
cussed sore fully in Chapter 5.
D. Stationary Phase Integration
The coaplex aoaenta iay be found by evaluating the 
integrals of eqs. 5.7 and 5.0 using stationery phase 
integration. The reader is referred to reference for a 
coaplete discussion of stationery phase integration. Bach of 
the integrals involved haa a stationary phase point at the 
crossing of the potential of the negative ion and a shifted 
continuum potential
U  ^  + V»*t1fc} S I B
If there is no crossing in the allowed region the aethod of 
Steepest descents nuat be used.
Neglecting for the aoaent the possibility of
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direct detachnoti let ue consider the fol lowing. Uilni the
fore of G -( (RtR') given In eq. 3 , ( o  in the following
integral froa eq. 4.32, we have
5.19
* U *  CB*lJ
Now in the allowed region, v ^ ( R )  ia given by
IE S UK, C £ *^'/i. t -fry*) m*>
aa wae ahown in Appendix C. Then in the allowed region, 
using eq. E J  for w ,, (R) and u *  (R) given by eq. , the
integral haa the fori
Now this any be evaluated by the etationary phaee 
pethod if the exponents are large away frop the etationary 
phase point. A stationary phase integral is
0
J i f t  4twjeJn 5.21
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with the conditions that
C * A Vm * B
<*■* 'Tl (u*J * o
* • p >1
and expti^ * ) / 1  ) nust oscillate rapidly away fro* the 
stationary phase point no that the contribution to the 
integral of function in the region away froa the stationary 
phase point is negligible. Then
i * u . V t + 1 i  cp( | f f (>p)
i  * «• 11 * ‘" U n J  ~ r —
The sign of the phase fy/2fis that of the derivative.
Then our Integral is;
Dropping the terse without etationary phase points, we have
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A* **
Then integrating the Inner tern only,
P ^ t * )
 , i 4 1 £ ^ "  - f**<•) t
!*;,(. L e
[ r T C T T T . i "
A further etationary phaee Integration give* 
elailar to the Landau-Zenner formula, abonn in eq, 
the croailng of eeveral diecrete potential curve*.
6,23
6.24
a reeult 
5*34, for
Siailarlr,
X
where
w* have
s
Mow by eqa
and
Then
M  IT -
*'LK> a T ^ T - ^ T ^  e- '*
± iflVe , , *«. «*
t  Cef C *k(f <?-t -  S * m ) t .  1T/h }
* m
> 6
If we define an Integral J *■
£ ur.tft'j d a ' ^ a i d * ^  cn- R *j u ^tirg
-ur_ t«> - -ur* £<*■)
. 5.14 end 5.17,
» ' i t  4  ^ vt
’* * e  * *
Hfc(P«,(oO
5.
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P > ' t » r I~ ( '* 6 31
i * * -  ' £ * ’* ) *  1>* 0 ]
So that with
t  (*<J ~  n  v  
A F , (rJ - I
the eurvival probability la
5.32
p. » t » p £ a -!r^ .  ■ 3 - 5i33
c m  -  £ > - >  *  * v " 9
The Landau-Zenner reault for the croaiiot of
two potential energy curvei with a conatant coupling
potential energy V#| ia
f>, > e  ' 5 3 4
where f 0 and F , are the force*, given by
f , »
Once again, aa each bound atate becoaea 
energetically acceaalble another t e n  ia added and the iur- 
vlval probability decreaeea.
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and a nuaerical integration of the eurvival probability are 
coapared in Figure 10 for the collialon H + C l *  .
There are energise for which the stationary phaee 
integration is not the eajor tern of the Integral. When the 
■oeenta of the ionic and aolecular states are aiellnr 
throughout the allowed region the aero order wave function 
u„*§ (H ) any be nearly the aaae as the bound state
eigenfunction v,^ {H>. At these energies, the overlap 
integral is roughly
J 5.37
It is this that is responsible for the peaks In the survival 
probability, which is now
P. e  5.38
The stationary phase tern in the survival probability then
applies only when there is no significant overlap between
the wave function u (R) and the eigenfunction v_ (R).i
K, A Goaplex Potential Approxiaation
It has not been possible to define a tiae depen- 
dence for associative detachneatt since a classical
B4
traJ«ctoty for tbe nuclei would come to i atop with the 
format Lou of the molecule. The formulae which have been 
derived may* however* be written In terme of a time depen­
dence for energiee above the direct detachment tbrenhold. 
Lining a time dependent formulation, the non-local complex 
potential formulae of Wang and Delon may be derived. *
Defining a time “ an
si*. r V ° a  . aa
the lntegrnln of the momentum (T.j (R) uaed in chapter IV in 
finding u_ t (fl> may be changed to integrate of the 
potential energy over time an folloan
"" oir 6.40
I t  4r-
*  / e .  #
a
5.41
Throughout thie derivation, it will be eneumed that the 
potential energy curven V_j_t(R) and (ft) are aimilar
enough that we may nay that
a  «V.J  ?.£ 6.4Z
Then
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PL
£  cr'O 5 -43
The wave function of aq. 5.9 in then
nr, $&■'**'
U { > j  *  -  1 /fc r f  e  -  « , ^  5 - 44
'T-'T'CKJ
In the allowed region, thin in
. . , I W U « b - c 's ' " •■
45
In addition* the incoaing part of the wave function in 
enunciated with a negative tine, while the outgoing part 
refera to punitive tine. The coupling between inconing and 
outgoing wave* nunt be dropped, eo that with
-jL i s' + ^  ^  l'rj
T 4 w  5.46
,-Jit ^-tj*. e a. 47
The integro-differential equation then hae the following 
firnt order nolution
(£ - U.,lT i - j f a t T * 6‘4fl
. >  .
■ r~~r -i- j<j++(E~AL?-''>)
u Z l t ) * - t m  e. * ® ’49
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. T
a i jj ~
$+&■} * /hV-,' ft ° 5,50
a I * jti^Ya€ -Atr'jJ an ~
* »ffi77 ft xr _J^eJr-r^r u .7£T"J 5-61
Th* coiplax loienta written in tlae dependent fora are then
V _  cri ■ " i T  ~  *
7 JlE* i. 9,62
Cr^ Cf: -r+j a  *  *
_  _  Jj5
T t ^ T O  * 'TTLifrJ + H  e
r J*T X K -AierJ> 5*53
The llsit R --> «* of the incoaing wave ia chanted to a 
liall aa t — > - *  . In addition, the loieotm Integral* 
■ay be written aa:
54
j h  r , _ .  j y i ~  * yV. m  * *&J «i- W  -1°**- ^  { 6s «r; r»i
5,55
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0*0 • JcJT-' ^  /sir*
*P*
• G.<r;r-l e * ^
5.66
S i alUrlr,
E 5 . -. r* s.67
He then have
^  5 -sa
r j ^  7  ^  ^ ^ a fc n ^ T * - )
*  ft* /*  Z t  Gr-itr'irV e  j
Thio ia now valid for both t > 0 and t < 0.
The Green'a function any be written as
t p
ia now the aeaiclaaaicel Green’a function for the con- 
tinuua function with 8 > (*■):
+ A  5Sf* J y* a: C  5 e o
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■o that
* - l J l £  I i ?
/ - A  I - f ^ c « >  * * < « “ --“ > -
- ( • i S - t . )  i  taEtj--_ t) . /ift-Meir*
4  «- /
5.61
With the approximation that the coupling potential energy
Van(R) is a slowly varying function, we lay set equal
to over the range in which the integral is significant*
Then as T" -> ** ,
A
n n  t t
u^CT'i * - J  e. i i*-
r  , I  r  ?
_J d^ *  e  *  y
When the wave function is normalised at t = #- t we have
- k  ?
oO  ■ ^  t »  p  ^ ' j j t
t TV,-- *) 5.63
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  t * . 7“
e  e  c . t t rj
which ia the >oat (cotral foriuli for direct datachaent 
collisions derived by Wang and Daloa. From thli, the local 
complex potential formula may by derived.
F. S u n a r y
In thie chapter a fora of the wave function for
the negative ion wee derived. tiling thii formula, the
equation! of Wang and Delon and a atetionary phase formula 
were derived. Transition* directly from incoaing to out­
going parte of the wave function were dropped, but such
transitions are hept with the intermediate step of a tran­
sition into the continuum. In the next chapter, the
probability of detschaent into each bound ntate will be 
derived and the probability of detachment into a ntate with 
an energy between bound atatea ia diacueead (and found to be 
very amsll>. Two lyetema with widely differing potentiate 
will be studied in the following two chapters: H + CI “ and
H + F ~ .
CgAPTfB VI 
Tg| BOUND S1AIBS
A. Introduction
The previous chapter* have dealt entirely with 
the wave function of the negative ion state. Here, we will 
diicuia the vibrntionally bound atatea of the aolecule AB 
and the probabilltiea of detnchaent into thoee atatea. In 
addition, the wave function u^ (A) aay be found by aolving 
the original continuua equation
f E. 2.22
B. Tranaitione Into the Bound Vibrational State*
Two type* of tranaitione aust be coneidered: thoae
in which energy la conserved and thoae In which it i* not 
conserved* The latter aay take place only in or near the 
collision region. The conservation of energy in the H a l t  
aa the electronic coordinate becoaea large result* in boun­
dary condition eq, 2.84. Thia boundary condition also 
atatea that the aolecule auat be In en eigenstate of the 
Aaniltonian H (t (r;H) a* r -> o* , where
90
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1 &>  ^ t R )  2 *84
The projection of ifj onto the continuum vector 0l^> 
la therefore
CLl'f? » &  ft* | I, > J k>^»
< » ' * * . > '  < < *  I &  f f c t ^  I
The probability of detnchaent Into a state with electron
energy and nuclear energy E ^  1* then
1 •£ I a | «  | < (e, ) A, I i" ^ J 6*1
The probability of detachaent into a given bound state n
with arbitrary electron energy we will define ae :
6.2
To find -<^  we suat begin with the continuuw equation
t HQ ) <X l'tf> ■ c m ?  P i t )  2.32b
Then with the Qreen’e function defined in section III B, we
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have
-- z. j y* a^vi  * fci
■a that
jf- Jo/A/O^ «f^ S,  ^ ^
£. JatA/0± J £ - E . ^ - G *
Now m  wish to find two quant It Lea; •* and ^  J*'N ■'h
■ay be done using ai defined in eq. 3*5,
definition* of P and 0 given in eq, 2*34
cu'f> • o. t+ p pt jr>
an that
Mb A fih J Jl > i rtV ^  «
4tmt< hr tJsJlpt* \k'A k.*t U 1-iX 
i  StJkpK * *> e: - 6 . ^ -  fc h
3. 17
6*3
6.4
Thia 
and the
3.5
e.fi
-inF>
Then using the orthogonality of the electronic and nuclear 
basis vectori, we have
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*  6.6 
* . <***,r< it i n
j L t ^ k fiht n > , ^  t t r - A
which la equivalent to
> t j kp k ,„> 6 - 7
Now the integral over the continuua contain* a firat order 
poles at = B - . Adding a aaall Imaginary tera to
E - B ^  and integrating around the contour of figure 10 
result# In the following.
* *  ‘*> ' > t  J V ' H>)
J fc - 6 0
Tbia 1# similar to the integration perforaed in Appendix B 
in the diacueaion of the boundary condition a# r-> e  > The 
contour was chosen so that in the coordinate representation 
the purely outgoing wave4Rite> would go to aero as k 
approached o» on the complex plane.
Now we know that
<(*  ' f>K i i  C,>Jrrv>>
so that at large r, should be equal t o T h e n
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<« Ito l lk .M m .ii  -
fta. < « ' * * > < • * .  T l - ^ S - -
+ & ?  & i m *
l'~;'« t t *- l<<">1 »**,-»-'»_■ 6 . U
J i *  *  m. - e.
Equation 6.11 la than th« probability that tlin ayataa will 
be in the atate n when the electron la at large r, or the 
probability of trauaition to atate n.
E q - 6.11 aay be evaluated by firat tranaforainf
It to coordinate apace. The reader ia referred to aection 
II D in which it waa ahown that the coordinate apace func­
tion correaponding * ° *■ vk- <■>-
< A 1 W  a>» I "iX* -
„  #• 6.12
Then with
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*/ ft*-*iftOi *
we h«v«
« m ,\ * [ a t * - '  ISH) U - t L K )  6,13
With the coupling potential energy having
aeparable H and h. dependence ae diacuaaed earlier, thia 
ia
<t«J H » Vi J CRVU.ftC'J 614
.*«. - . <\
-<*, , 7b I Vh_t  j it'— fe ^ T1
ao that the traneltion probability depend* on the over­
lap between the bound atate nuclear wave function and the
wave function of the negative ion u_ t (R) ia addition to the
dependence of the coupling potential energy on the energy of 
the free electron.
A* before, thia integral way be evaluated either 
numerically or with atationary phaee integration. Ueing 
the firat order wave function u_ ( (H) of eq. 4.30, and the
aemi-claaaical v ^  (K) for the allowed region given in
AppendiM D.
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G . 16
Thli La ilalltr to the integral that n i i  evaluated in tac­
tion V B. Once again, it ha# a etationary phaae point at the 
croaaing between the two aoaenta (P., and If there
ia little aiailarity between the wave functione, io that the 
overlap integral ia enall, a atationary phaee evaluation of 
eq. 6.16 givea
■o that the tranaltion probability La, ualng eq, 6.16,
6.17
6 . 18
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C. Continuum
He Hill now consider tranaitione Into atatea with 
an arbitrary nuclear kinetic enerfy. A tronaition Into a
ntate for which the free electron hen a kinetic enerfy which 
la not the difference between the total kinetic enerfy and 
the enerfy of a vibrational ntate:
€ ^ E ■■ £
in unlikely to occur, since the atate in not qunntui 
mechanically allowed. The wave functiona for theae atatea 
are aolutlona to the continuum equation
( £ - * h ,  - U*. J U  * - v  U -■<:*) 2  2 2
Since the enerfy ia not that of a bound atate, the wave 
function! u (R) are not elfenfuuctiona of the homogeneous 
continuum Hamiltonian and therefore may be found using
the continuum Green’a function of eq. 3.52.
Then
* Jof*' V k ^ « ‘)U-i£RV
3 .52 
3.51
6.19
Thia integral has been performed numerically for 
aeveral enerfiea. The probability of detachment into theae
has bean found to be inslgnlfleant in conparlson to 
the probability of detachient Into the bound vibrational 
states.
D. Rata Constants and C r o n  Section!
the wave function u_ (B) and the detachnent 
probabllitlee nay be used to calculate the croee eectlon 
for associative detachnent and the rate constants. The 
detachnent croee MeetIon la related to the eurvival 
probability in the ulual way:
The only experinental data that 1* available la at thernal
energies.
S- ftunasry
The detachnent probabilities for the bound atatea 
have been found in the U n i t  ae r w  . Theae aay be used
to find the detachnent cross section end rate constants. In
the next chapters, the equations which have been derived
6,22
The reaction rate constant k is then
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will be applied to colliaion ■yetewe. The reaulte 
where poeeible be compared with experimental date.
will
SURVIVAL DilAQKtfBEfl PROBAHLITIli
FOR ASSOCIATIVE filTACygBN? PROCESSES
A, Introduction
Calculations of the reaction rate constant k, 
detachnent probabilities, and survival probabilities have 
been performed for the reactions
H t O J + C i "  — > ♦ C "
u t i o  ♦ r “ — * h c p j p  + <*’
In the case of H + C l -" , our rate constants were found to 
be in good agreement with experiaental data. No 
experimental data is available for the reaction D + Cl" -> 
DCl + e\ but we found a significant isotope effect in the 
survival probability. In the case of H(D) + F " -y H (D) t 
+ e ” there is a siailar isotope effect In the survival 
probability. Again, no experimental rate constants are 
available for the case of D + ¥ “ . The rate constant for H
+ f “ ia known to be 1.9 k 10*' ci J /sec. Our coupling 
potential energy was chosen to give this rate constant.
100
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B. H C D > + Cl
I. The Potential Enerfy
In order to perform the calculation*, three
potential enerfy curve* ere needed: 1) the potential energy
of the negative ion state, 2) the potential energy of the
vj.v t
■olecule, end 3) the coupling potential energy {A).
The region near the iiniiui of (A) (the
equilibrium diatance of HCl) ie Mali understood. The 
cro**ing of the two curve* V < R )  nod V., ^  (R) take* place 
In thie region and the structure of the curve* there 
determine* the final vibrational atate diatributioa of the 
aolecule HCl. In addition, the behavior of (R) and
at large R ie well known. There ia none uncertainty 
regarding the exact behavior of the potential curve ¥,( (R)
at Intermediate dietencee (at R = 3, 4 «( ). The structure
of the curvea in thia region determine* the probability of 
detachaent.
He uaed a Horae potential fitted to the potential
vs
energy curvea of Ooldatein at. el. for V (R) and V (R)."* -| **
The coupling potential wa* assumed to have the form
V h -  (R) B ** ej*p< - * 66R)
where the coefficient* ,o w and -.66 were chosen to fit the 
measured rate constants.
2. The Survival Probability
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The survival probability of the negative ion baa 
both found as a function of the ion*a kinetic energy for 
aeveral values of the angular loaentua quantum nuaber 1, In 
both reactions (H + Cl" and D + Cl" ), the survival 
probability ia oscillatory. The oscillations are related to 
the energies of the vibrational states of the aolecule, as 
is shown In figures 7 and f , The survival probability is 
given by
- ) 4m. it
^  - ft 5 1 7
where the sun is over the vibrational states which have 
energies less than the ion's kinetic energy. The dependence 
of the survival probability on the bound states energies is 
therefore not unexpected.
Associative detachment into a particular
vibrational atate Is most likely to take place when the
ion's kinetic energy is near the energy of that atate, so
that as each bound state becomes energetically accessible
the survival probability say be expected to drop sharply.
This does not always take place at E = E^  , as aay be seen
in figure 11. At low energies and large angular momentum,
*
auch as 1=30, the overlap integral J dfl u (H) g{R} v <R) 
ia at a maximum close to 1 ^  so the survival probability 
is at a alnimum there.
The change in P*, with increasing 1 must also be 
considered. At small Impact parameters and therefore small 
1, the molecule HCl has three vibrational states below the
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iiyiptotic liatt of ^(R). As the angular loientui 
increases, the lover states becone inaccessible. in the 
c u e  of 1 = 30, there ere no accessible vibrational atatea 
below ( p# ) , Thia explains the large oscillations of
thia curve In relation to the eurvival probability at 1=10,
which baa three vibrational atatea below the alnlaua ion 
energy *
The laotope effect aay alao be explained by the
poaitiona of the vibrational states. For the reaction 0 + 
Cl- -> DCl + e" the energies of the vibrational atatea are 
closer together than for aeaociative detachaent of H + Cl" . 
Thia reducos the effect on the eurvival probability of the
bound atatea and reduce* the aagnitude of the oacl11 ationa.
3. The Rate Constants
The rate constant for associative detachaent is
related to the survival probability na follows
**<ej * t- + (t-Pj ) 7 1-n fm* * 1
r t  — T  - t / J t r  7  2
-Acri - fe &  E-
where V  (E) ia the total cross section. The survival
probabilities discussed In the previous section ware used to 
find the rate constants k(T) for associative detachnent.
The rate constant for associative detachnent in
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Cl + fl collision* has boon i«aiurtd for average energies 
below 150 leV by Howard at. al. The rate constant k(T) was 
found to be roughly constant aa a function of toaperature 
with a value of about 9* 10 "** cm /iec. Aa ia shown in 
figure 9, our calculations ara in good agreement with the 
experimental data above average energies of 60ieV. Also in 
goog agreement with the experimental points are values of 
k(T) obtained by J. P. Qauyacq using the zero radius 
potential approximation discussed in the introduction. The 
experimental results are about half of the value of the 
Langevin rate constant. This is smaller than rate constants 
which have been obtained for other associative detachment 
processes such as H + F ” HF + e. The low rate constant 
may be due to a slight potential barrier in the potential 
V* (H ) > or by the fact that the lifetime of H C T  is 
comparable to the collision time.
4. Detachment Probabilities
The probabilities for associative detachment into 
the vibrational states were found for several values of 1. 
Detachment probabilities for the first five vibrational 
states are shown as a function of energy in figure 14 at 1 - 
30. Bach curve has a maximum at an energy B = ( B ^  +
B^i)/Z| or half way between the two bound state energies. 
Then we would expect the energy spectrum of the detached 
electrons to have a maximum 72. The average
F * G - U « r  \)
* *1*"'
E w C H f r V  ^ > n e V j
• E y F E R I H f i  w T f t ' -
O F  H e  P f t R t f l f O O  S T.fr1"
•  V4*U) * n p IT. ft L .
*■ ^  H  t&RtTitftu. Rfcsttcrj rt»Dfti_
T. ?, C r f r u > « c ^
°s
i . o h
o ,&H
0 .03
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E
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energy of the detached electron* he* been found to be about 
half of the energy difference of the vibrational state*.
It ia notenorthy that the detachment probability 
for each etate n becomes eaall ae additional state* becoae 
energetically accessible. No significant contribution h i < 
seen fro* the ground vibrational etate, either
eKperiaental1y or in our calculation*.
C. H (D } + F "*
1. The Potential Energy
Again a Horae potential was used to fit the 
curves of Goldstein and Segal for HF and HP" V'^Thls syatea 
differs froa the HC1 in that there are five vibrational
state* below the negative ion's potential V (H) as R ->V ""I ^
o* . The coupling potential energy was chosen to be
V-J ("J = *093 o*P(--75 H)
Using this coupling potential our calculations give a rate 
constant of 1.6 x 10 c m 3/m*c at thermal energy, which is 
the eKperiaental result found by Howard et. al.* This rate 
constant is close to the Langevin linit, so that we can
expect the survival probabilities to be aaaller than those 
found for HC1 and DCl.
2. The Survival Probability
The survival probability for HF is snail in 
comparison with that for HC1. This is in accordance with 
the larger rate constant found for HF, Survival
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probabilities are shown in figures 19 and 11 as e function 
of energy at two values of 1 for HF and DF. The isotope 
effect was found to be similar to that found for the 
previous collision system. A striking isotope effect has 
been found for the distribution of detachment probabilities 
into the vibrations! states by Zweir at. el. The detacheent 
probabilities for HF are sharply peaked, while for DF there 
is very little difference in the detacheent probabilities 
into the bound vibrational states. The isotope effect on 
the survival probability found in this work is in accordance 
with the experimental results.
D. Summary
The experimental rate constants for the system U 
+■ Cl - have been reproduced by our calculations. A large 
isotope effect was found in the survival probability for 
both systems studied. In the case of fl(D) + F “ , this was 
not unexpected, since a large isotope effect has bean seen 
in the distribution of final states of the molecule.
CtfAPTIR U l l
C O H C & y S I Q H
A. Summary
He have presented e quaatui lechnnical theory 
of associative detachment. The theory is based on the work 
of Taylor, Hang and Delos, in which a close-coupling theory 
was used. The present theory is more general in that the 
nuclei are treated quantum mechanically rather than semi­
class leal ly .
Chapter 11 dealt with the boundary conditions 
of the reaction and with two projection operators which 
greatly simplified the analysis. In the next chapter an 
integro-diTferentlal equation for the wave function of the 
negative ion was derived and a 'Green's function' des­
cribing transitions into and out of the continuum was found. 
The equation was solved to first order in the chapters III 
and IV using complex momenta. These complex momenta then 
were used to find the survival probability of the negative 
ion. Transition probabilities and the wave function u (R) 
cane In chapter VI.
The equations were applied to the reactions 
H (D) +■ Cl*" -> HCl +■ e 
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H <D> + T ~ -> HF + *
In all cate>, the rate constants were large at theraal
energies. The isotope effect on the survival probability
was found to be very large for both systems.
B. In the Future
A sore thorough study of the detachment 
probabilities into each vibrational state would be worth­
while. The isotope effect in these detachaent probabilities 
has been aeasured for H CD) + F ~ It would be
interesting to study that effect using this theory.
The extension of the theory given here to 
direct detachaent and dissociative attachment would not be 
difficult. The boundary conditions for doing so were given
in Appendix C. It would be interesting to apply this theory 
to the direct detachment, for which there is a great deal of 
data and nany calculations. In addition, aany experiments 
have been done on dissociative attachment. The relationship 
between rate constants for associative detachaent and 
dies oclative attachment would be interesting to study.
AFPBNDIX A
TgH COUPLING POTENTIAL BNBHQY
In this appendix the coupling potential energy V 
and the density of states in the continuum are discussed. 
Since it has been assumed that V has separable H and
dependence, we may use the model of Taylor and Delos in
which the electronic potential energy was assumed to be a
square well with one bound state. The potential energy was 
also assumed to be independent of H. The density of states 
is that for a free electron and may also be found using the 
square well model.
The single electron states found by solving the
Schroedinger equation for a square well model with one bound 
state (shown in figure 11) are
^,lrj - / A 1
Jflf a  r > r *
A r )
r-
/ /~a. , . r v h^r-r,j * A 2
fvt-M C tf-J i e t ^
+ i a**, k.ti) t ^ L J
with
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v k
■»
+
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• / S ^ T T v w V * ,  a 3
k „ *  A 4
kt , A S
k* ■ A ^ ^ / n .
_  * Jfr—  w *  ^ ■* I . K  ^
n*
^ c©sV)i(r.) + *^K/ta(r*3
A 6
A 7
A 6
The nave functions are required to be taro at the origin and 
at L, where L is the length of the boft in which the wave 
function* are nomnliEed. Later this will be allowed to go 
to Infinity.
A
Then the coupling potential V^,( is
A
V A-t ' /at** vc A 9
Since the states <*_, and c*^. are real, is equal to V.,^ .
The density of states for a free particle is
found by applying the boundary condition at L to the free 
wave functions. Then
Ill
- tJaTJp ( e c Tat + L r.)J
A 10
- i- h,.t*.-r.3 h . 7
+ e C • ^  ^ oztk.r.i* <-Jt*J*.ri,j)J
so that
€. - «L » O  A l l
r Vfc, tegt fcffi 1 + te.ftJ ?
^  *  A ‘  “■ *  i  A t * * D t . , r * J  J
i<?
t- * '*■> ■* o
Now jOfc is the density of states per unit wave nuuber k, so 
that
A 12
-  fc *  *  * £
Then as L - > o* ,
f*K fa A 14
It will be necessary to find the integral 
* * *
JctJkfl. y ~ '*¥’*, A 16
r * E - * a
The reader is referred to ref. for a full discussion of
this. Briefly, the integrand has two poles on the real
112
■Hit, at 1 " ■ On the iaaginary airlt there are alao tHo:
= 1L . In the complex plane the norial teat Ion tern M ofJL aw «
the con t i n u m  wave function contribute* an infinite
nuiber of firet order polei, making a numerical aolutlon 
preferable to conplex Integration. The following function* 
were found by Taylor and Deloa to be a good fit to the curve 
resulting froa a numerical integration of eq. A IS
A 16
* > °  * IT
Theae function* will be used for the integral In eq. A 15 
throughout thl* work.
APPIHDIX B
AQUifQARY c o y p i T i g ^ s
A proof that the boundary condition on the free 
electronic state*
< r  i it 1 '  Sdh. ^  i r < * } £. 78
reduce* to a discrete sun over bound aolecular state energy 
levels
L^> ■? il*; it ) - £. I? i 3 '*** **■> 3 ‘04
r*)« *■
is given in this appendiM, In addition, it will be ahown 
that each electronic wave function in the final sua auet be 
purely outgoing,
first consider the projection Qlf> . If a set of 
basis vector* l«u» are defined as the vector represen­
tation of the basis states (H), so that
| ' Jcl R I ftJ>> 'V'm LUtJ 3 ' 16
with
*j v - t fi> j e ^  l k ) B 1
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■ A t  £tr> * t*> B 2
we have
<*. I *ff > - J V  k i  Jfc; I ^ »
< R I cutF> * faiK jL vs,<«J
B 3
0 4
with
^ » ^ K k l H i - ' > i  - * »  b 5
J e - £ * - * k
at (tat ahown In Chapter VI.
Now it la known that in the liait «• r -> p * ,
- i  *<*'*' B 6
r-**i "'*
Now the coordinate repreaontat ion of JM> i* * nixed out­
going and intoning elate. then
t c i k f r j .  ( V - i - A *  , 7
* ^ 1 1 )  4C i h K k l  w I -l> I -+» j
U r  -£ h e  TB 8
- J<JkfiK t / V  fT * - t   v~t*>*-*'iuhl~A0* 50 *■ S. -* 1* ^  ® k
ihr -tlir 9
“ M p ^ l  J in , *i±ST  'V " L* 1J* ■ "* 1 u
Now at large r, eKp(ikr) is a rapidly oaclllating function
F x & u  w t  i 3
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•o that when it ii Multiplied by a siooth function of k, the 
lot«|ral la taro. Then, tlnce ^kllll-l} ia a saooth 
function on the real axle,
** k r  8 10 
< la t H l-i> *  °
ao that a» r -> , the integral la equal to the value of
the reaidue at ,
The contour,shown In figure JJ , ia chosen to lie 
on the upper half of the complex plane for the integration 
on the outgoing part of the wave function and on the lower 
half for the incoalng part.*4. In this way the integral 
converges as \ k ) -> ^  , To find the integral of the
outgoing part of the wave function* aaall positive imaginary 
part ia added to the teri (H-B^ ), Then we have
trl
,t(g
B 11
h k  * /it.
B 13
so that only the pole on the positive real axis is included 
in the integration of the outgoing part of the wave
116
function. The pole on the negative real axle aunt be 
included In the integration of the incoming part so we again 
add a anall imaginary tera to B-B,^ for this integral. Then
,-i hr
g t  m*>>
J e t k &  ft + *'* " *
B 14
I h*. r
- > u  a. - *-=— 77 u-h t 'vs.taj
ao that
L U  -Tr i £  fK  ( a
<"Op* v
* “ 7 r ^ -------) *  a'5" t“ )
For B < B^ the polea lie on the laaginary axia and the 
integration ia perforaed *o that the exponential tera goes 
to aero ai r -> e  .
Thus the liait an r ->** of in a aui over
vibrational states and the electronic wave function* are 
purely outgoing.
APEBMGJil c
yQBB 605JHE48Y CQMEIICBS
The theory presented In this work lay be eeeily 
extended to the reactions direct detachaent and dissociative 
nttacbaent' The boundary conditions for doing so will be 
discussed in this appendix.
The boundary condition on Q ( V >  was presented in 
section II B. as a sun over bound vibrational states as r-> 
. For direct detachaent the energy is high enough that free 
nuclear states nust be included, and the sun beeones
LJ^, <(> "vu* + £  < 5 ^ ^
r«H *• "■
where (R) are the free nuclear states, In the sun, they 
are normalised over a space of length L, and there is a 
condition that w (L) = 0. How thase states are similar to 
the electronic states discussed in Appendix A, so that the 
sun over free states can becone an integral over a 
continuum. with a density of states defined as
L C 2
Then
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The Liait R ->*» la alao different froa that
of aaaociative detachaent. Before, the bound atatea went to 
aero exponent tally at large R. Naw the free atetee auat be 
purely outgoing in the H a l t  aa R -> aw ♦ Then in exactly
The lui over bound etetea hea roanined, ao that the above 
condition* perait eaaociatlve detachaent, direct detachaent, 
or both depending on the energy and the preaence or abaence 
of bound nuclear atatea (B).
alailar to thoae of aaaociative detachaent. In the H a l t  aa 
R “ > e* there in only one poaaible atate: u_ r (B). It auat
be purely outgoing aa R o* , which changea the
noranliaation given in Chapter IV. Suppoae that the atate 
of the nolecuie correaponding to the incoalng electron la N. 
Then u ( (R) nay be found in the isa« way that u ^  (R) wai 
found in Chapter V; ueing a aaaiclaaaical Green1* function. 
In thin cane, it ia
purely outgoing in Appendix B,
u.,t* ) C 4
Dieaoctative nttachaent haa boundary condition*
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iAEj$7eTtit7  et yni at.t'j  ^  c 6
a o t ha t
I t "  ; V.,u V*i
ce - > 4r,ttrc, i*V - C 6
y V|*#
The h s v b  function In then
C 7
v*t Vf-* . 4
■ - S j = ; ----  JeYH' C B
4 > * .
The ute of an outfoini Green’s function ha« autosetically 
fulfilled the requirement that u _ 1<HJ he purely outgoing at 
large R.
The bound atatea have the condition that at large 
r, there La one etate with an incasing electronic wave 
function. Classically this is the state of the solecule 
before the collision. Provision is aade for the solecule to 
change its vibrational state during the collision by 
requiring that wave functions of these states be purely 
outgoing at large r. Then, drawing on the results for u_( 
(H) and u ^(R) found earlier, we have
120
□ m i * ) *  te - c 10
c u
Cr „  U, R/J a V w  ^ £(t, ^ ( tft, ft'j t * 0 C 12
tE - M 4i tftiJu.LRJ s ^ xs
e*
* V.,^ £E'jqrwtEV
The derivation! given In thla work may then be 
■ade to apply to other reaction* by extending the m i  over 
bound atatea into the continuum and/or changing the 
normalization given in eq, 5.5.
APPBNDIK D
TUB fiOUNg STATE BIGgHFUHC
The nuclear eigenfunctloni for the bound vib­
rational atataa v (R) are solutions to the equation
A uniforn approMiaatIon to the eLtfenfunctIona will be
presented here. There are up to 7 regions for which (R) 
■uat be found, alnce the angular aoaentua peak asjr reeult in 
the potential having three turning polnte, ae ie seen in
figure
Near the turning points, combinations of Ai and Bi are used
D 1
turning points are
Semiclasaical solutions to the regions away froi 
 >1
D 2
D 3
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0^
D 4
There are several conditions on the wave function. 
First is the bound etate condition on the oneray
D 5
£  J * (. m* «- £ ) V
V ,
In thia way in the absence of the third turning point the 
wave function goea to aero ne R -> 0 and R - > O* Then
e - i
J
4 HT t, ^  r* t t t * - "-art
Now Lf there ia a third turning point
tunnelling ia possible. The wave function auat be purely
outgoing in the region outside of the outer turning point 
end Bust go to tero nt b b u II R as before. Then
C_ i  J. 0 7
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D 8
J
* I ft: *;)
•»-<. ^  t «. + ,V ’~' , t »,■ ;
- a # 6 W * r ‘‘ ( ^ ' V / ~  I 0 u - <»-■«.*
+ • ^ - "k J J«j* — * a : u t  })
V i  *+*<■* * j u £  s ^ u  £ f  t
The functions *♦* and '♦> used In the Green's
function >ay be found In a stellar way, but they have
different boundary conditions. If there are only two
turning points,
>.<*) - o
* «  D 9
■ *>
R-4 *
If there are three, however
ft ,
■■ . * j o ^ *  i <?*** D 10^  *>L*J m joz •* -*e* c*
Then with the basic solutions in the separate regions the 
ease as those for (R), we have
£ J /  **«!*'</»
** » * R SP, O i l
^  , h l l ' T f * * '
*** r  
T to*
Connecting the solution* so that the ^*1 are continuous and 
have the proper boundary conditions,
art* * ;  erf ij
D 12
* Bi )) + c o s  t n>i (* tR-w* * V 5J
For three turning points,
» ■ . * ! -  £ .  •»«!> * H
* *  ^  + t«tC ^  **/£* *■
f t A #  \
« 0 \ i*t *-* ** **>* < i * V  e + ^
« 'fc i |
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*
n £ e l  ( £ ^  +1 +  CJOS C p*/t * * > o
« * - * • '  Cv’ '*  1 Sc~(. £  «■. ^ / s j  J
D 15
The above f o m  of (R) and >  vers used In the 
calculations to find u_ ( fR) and the detechaent 
probabilitiea.
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